Pearson Connexus - Student-Centered Courses – Video

As an instructional strategist for Central High School, Ms. Chen is responsible for students with a broad diversity of learning needs.

When planning for the coming academic year, Ms. Chen needs instructional resources that are flexible and effective.

With Pearson Connexus she can customize a curriculum that allows students to explore and master all required core subjects, as well as a range of electives.

Brian benefits from foundations courses which take more time to focus on core concepts, introduce new skills gradually, and provide additional practice and review.

Annie loves her honors courses which challenge her with advanced assignments, exploratory projects, and group discussions, designed to foster higher-order thinking skills.

Diego is graduating early, taking AP courses to prepare for the advanced placement exam, and earn college credits.

Austin needs extra support and motivation to recover essential high school credits.

Credit recovery courses deliver essential content in a way that matches his learning pace, targets unmastered learning objectives, and keeps him engaged.

In addition to the rich course catalog, Ms. Chen fine-tunes courses by adding or deleting lessons, adding content developed by her district, or adding external resources.

As a district-identified curriculum owner, she can even change grade book settings for grading categories, grade weights, and other grading conventions to easily adapt to how district operates.

Holly, a talented gymnast, who competes in tournaments around the country stays on track academically thanks to a nimble learning environment.

Pearson Connexus easily adapts to Holly's pace and working toward mastery.

Many courses can be offered in a number of ways based on students' needs.

From standard course offerings to advanced, foundations, or credit recovery the course options allows students to work on concepts and material in a manner that best meets their learning needs.

The students of Central High have begun to take full advantage of their individually tailored learning environment.
In response their teachers are evolving into facilitators and mentors, adjusting their time between direct instruction and coaching.

With Pearson Connexus, curriculum is easily tailored to the individual student's needs, learning style, pace, and interests helping them master key skills and objectives, sustain curiosity, and internalize and apply what they learn.